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Save the Quad Bike in Australia (STQBIA) is a campaign sitting under the national umbrella of the Australian 

Motorcyclists Association Inc (ATV Division).

MEDIA RELEASE
Circuit breaker found on mandatory quad bike legislation that delivers 

so much more for on-farm safety
Save the Quad Bike in Australia founder Craig Hartley, “I’m thrilled with where this debate is heading. We now 
for the first time in a few years, have some real commonsense dialogue occurring with peak groups and solutions 
are being formed.

“We all know the ACCC process has failed and rural Australians as well as peak Ag groups are voicing their 
opposition. The ACCCs recommendations to Minister Sukkar:
• Does NOT apply to over 500,000 quad bikes already in the system - so much for safety!
• Failed to anticipate that Standards Australia would do a thorough examination of the facts, and be required 

to determine if CPDs provided a safety benefit before developing a standard for Crush Protective Devices.  
Standards Australia has considered the ACCC’s request to develop a CPD standard and declined.

• Failed to address  - with the use of the word ‘mandatory’ - the role PCBUs have under State based work place 
health and safety legislation to conduct a risk assessment. This is crucial, as the evidence clearly shows that a 
OPD/CPD can make the quad bike more dangerous, in key applications and specific on-farm roles.

• Did not address the gamut of associated solutions put forward, including a harmonised education, training 
and licensing program to address culture - as highlighted by FarmSafe themselves in terms of poor quad bike 
culture.

• Did not assess, in any way, the social and economic ramifications of the legislative instrument - estimated now 
to place at risk 380 rural and regional dealers, cost hundreds of jobs and drain over $800M from rural towns.

So what is the solution?
• Remove the word ‘mandatory’ from the legislative instrument and sit down with Standards Australia to devise 

a Technical Specification for OPDs/CPDS.
• Give farmers / business owners (PCBUs) the opportunity to assess the risk on a daily basis and make a decision 

as to whether an OPD or CPD would actually make that quad bike, for that specific purpose, safer. 
• If an OPD / CPD is deemed to be an appropriate measure to reduce risk, the PCBU asks their local dealer to fit 

an approved - as it now has a Technical Specification - to the quad bike.
• Ensure those producing OPDs/CPDs comply with stringent Technical Specification design and build rules.
• Marry this with a joint AG / Manufacturer national education and training program and agree to monitor 

whether licensing is an option.
• Have the above  apply to ALL quad bikes in the market not just new quad bikes.

Mr Hartley concluded, “This does not need to be a drawn out public battle. Minister Sukkar needs to step in, have 
the word ‘mandatory’ removed and let’s get on with saving lives with a more comprehensive set of policy solutions.”
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